Upminster Junior
School

YEAR 3
Mathematics learning
There are many ways you can help your child in
maths. Adults use lots of maths at home, in
everyday activities such as cooking, shopping and
DIY.
We use a range of maths when spending money,
measuring, calculating, and so on.
You can talk with your child about things like
planning meals for the week and making a shopping
list. Using money is good for counting and doing
maths in your head, and measuring is good for
estimating.
On the back of this leaflet you will find a list of some
of the things your child will be learning about
numbers. In year 3 the focus is on mentally adding
and subtracting numbers. But maths also includes
measuring, statistics, and geometry. Your child will
learn about all of these.

Ways to help your child with maths
You can use this 100-grid to become confident
with calculations in his head.

Things to do with a 100-grid


Read the numbers in order.



Colour all the numbers in the
10 times table yellow
(10,20,30,40 and so on).
Colour all the numbers in the 5
times table red (5, 10, 15, 20
and so on). Why have the
‘tens’ numbers ended up
‘orange’?



Check the names of the
numbers.

Is that number thirtyfour or forty three?

Initial the number (2 or
more people)
You need a pack of cards with
the picture cards removed.
Turn the pack of cards face
down. Take turns to pick two
cards and add their numbers
together. Then find two numbers
on the 100-grid whose difference
is the same as your total. Write
your initial in those two squares.
The winner is the first person to
write their initial in four squares in
a line.

Three in a line


Count in tens starting at any
number.

14, 24, 34, 44, 54, 64…..


Look for patterns and talk
about them.

Look at the numbers in the
diagonal line: 10,19,28, 37,46,
… Each number is 9 more.

ExtensionLook at numbers beyond 100,
counting on and back in 1s, 10s, or
100s.

You need two dice and
coloured counters.
Take turns to roll two dice and
multiply the numbers together.
On the 100-grid, cover your total
with a counter. The winner is the
first person to get three in a row.
(Remember you will only use
some of the numbers up to 36)

